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ABSTRACT
The investigation of the defect chemistry of solid oxides is of central importance for the understanding of redox processes. This can be
performed by measuring conductivity as a function of the oxygen partial pressure, which is conventionally established by using buffer gas
mixtures or oxygen pumps based on zirconia. However, this approach has some limitations, such as difficulty in regulating oxygen partial
pressure in some intermediate-pressure regions or the possibility of influencing the redox process by gases that can also be incorporated
into the oxide or react with the surface via heterogeneous catalysis. Herein, we present an alternative physical method in which the oxygen
partial pressure is controlled by dosing pure oxygen inside an ultra-high vacuum chamber. To monitor the conductivity of the oxide under
investigation, we employ a dedicated four-probe measurement system that relies on the application of a very small AC voltage, in combina-
tion with lock-in data acquisition using highly sensitive electrometers, minimizing the electrochemical polarization or electro-reduction and
degradation effects. By analyzing the model material SrTiO3, we demonstrate that its characteristic redox behavior can be reproduced in good
agreement with the theory when performing simultaneous electrical conductivity relaxation and high-temperature equilibrium conductivity
measurements. We show that the use of pure oxygen allows for a direct analysis of the characteristic oxygen dose, which opens up various
perspectives for a detailed analysis of the surface chemistry of redox processes.
© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0033891
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the defect chemistry of solids is key to model-
ing and predicting their electrochemical properties. This statement
is especially true for solid metal oxides, where the amount of point
defects such as oxygen vacancies directly determines the electro-
chemical behavior. Hence, in recent decades, numerous compre-
hensive experimental and theoretical studies on the point defect
chemistry of solid oxides have been conducted that have led to
the development of a variety of technological applications that
we nowadays use in daily life.1,2 Examples can be found in the
fields of gas sensors, high-temperature superconductors,3 solid oxide
fuel cells,4 catalysts,5 capacitors,6 batteries,7 or neuromorphic com-
puters.8 Since the concentration of point defects in an oxide is
directly related to the concentration of charge carriers, one of the
most straightforward experimental methods to address the defect
structure is to measure the electric conductivity as a function of
temperature and oxygen activity.9,10 Traditionally, this is realized
by exposing an oxide to a buffer gas mixture,11 such as CO/CO2
or H2/H2O. Inert gases such as Ar or N2 with a small amount of
O2 controlled by zirconia pumps12,13 are also used. Although these
methods allow for precise control of oxygen activity, direct infor-
mation about the changes in the (non)-stoichiometry of the oxide
is limited. Furthermore, there is a drawback that surface reactions
could lead to uncontrolled redox reactions, e.g., for KNbO3, it was
found that the exposure to CO2 induces more effective oxidation
than the exposure to pure O2.14 It has also been found that H2 can
be incorporated into SrTiO3, which could even reverse the effect of
previously vacuum-induced reductions.15
Here, we present an alternate approach to the investigation of
the defect chemistry of oxides using a physical method. The cen-
terpiece of this approach is the replacement of the conventional gas
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mixtures by pure oxygen, which is dosed into a vacuum chamber.
In this way, the oxygen activity can be directly controlled by vary-
ing the total oxygen pressure from the atmospheric pressure down
to high vacuum conditions, allowing for a detailed analysis of the
redox reactions. Upon oxidation, the dose of the oxygen exposure
to the sample can be determined, which is an important quantity
for surface science and can be used to obtain information about the
exchange reactions at the sample surface.
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the described
method, we present investigations of an SrTiO3 single crystal.
SrTiO3 is especially suitable for this purpose, as it has become one
of the most intensely investigated model materials for transition
metal oxides with perovskite structures.16–19 We present measure-
ments of the resistance of a single crystal in four-probe geometry as
a function of oxygen pressure at various temperatures in the range
between 700 ○C and 1000 ○C. We show that the proposed method
offers high reproducibility in conductivity measurements. In a proof
of principle approach, we demonstrate that high-temperature equi-
librium conductance (HTEC) and electrical conductivity relaxation
(ECR) measurements can be performed simultaneously, the results
of which are in good qualitative agreement with the expectations.
II. THEORY
The macroscopic redox behavior of SrTiO3 can be described
by analyzing the equilibrium point defect concentration for a given
temperature and oxygen partial pressure. This has been performed
in detail, e.g., by Moos and Härdtl20 and Denk et al.,21 who elabo-
rated on the defect chemistry of SrTiO3 by carefully determining the
equilibrium constants of the reactions between the point defects, as
we will discuss briefly in the following. When SrTiO3 is exposed to a
reducing environment at moderate temperatures, twofold positively
ionized oxygen vacancies V ..O are the major point defects,
OxOÐ⇀↽ÐV
..




These are charge-compensated by electrons, which thus act as intrin-
sic donors, which lead to the so-called self-doping effect upon reduc-
tion. Accordingly, twofold negatively ionized strontium vacancies
serve as intrinsic acceptors whose generation is associated with








O + SrO. (2)
As even nominally undoped SrTiO3 single crystals contain a non-
negligible amount of extrinsic acceptors, such as Al, Cu, Fe, K, Mg,
or Mn, their contribution to the total defect equilibrium by the gen-
eration of holes upon ionization must also be taken into account,23
AxÐ⇀↽ÐA′ + h. (3)
The concentration of thermally generated electrons and holes in
SrTiO3 is very small due to a bandgap of 3.25 eV.24 Hence, the equi-
librium of generation and the recombination of electron–hole pairs
are on the far left,
nilÐ⇀↽Ðe + h. (4)
By formulating the laws of mass actions for these four reactions
together with the overall charge neutrality condition,
n + 2[V′′Sr] + [A
′
] = p + 2[V..O], (5)
where n is the electron concentration and p is the hole concentration
as well as the condition that the sum of neutral and ionized acceptors
must be constant,
[A] = [Ax] + [A′], (6)
an equation system of six equations is generated that can be solved
for a given temperature and oxygen activity level. This approach
does not consider the presence of interstitials, singly ionized and
neutral vacancies, which is regarded as being justified for sufficiently
high temperatures.25 In order to model the unintentional accep-
tor doping, we assumed an acceptor concentration of 1018/cm3.
Using the equilibrium constants derived by Moos and Härdtl,20
which are listed in the supplementary material, we calculated the
defect concentration as a function of oxygen (partial) pressure using
a computer-algebra software for numerical computing (Maplesoft,
Waterloo, Canada). The resulting Kröger–Vink diagram is shown
in Fig. 1(a) for a temperature of 1000 ○C. The diagrams for the
temperatures between 700 ○C and 900 ○C can be found in the
supplementary material.
The calculation predicts that the concentration of oxygen
vacancies increases with the decrease in oxygen pressure and that the
concentration of strontium vacancies decreases. Below a pressure
of 0.8 bar, oxygen vacancies are the majority point defects. Regard-
ing the concentration of electrons and holes, it can be seen that at
atmospheric pressure, holes are dominant and that their concentra-
tion decreases with the decrease in O2 partial pressure, whereas the
electron concentration increases. Hence, electrons become the dom-
inant charge carriers below an O2 partial pressure of 10−6 bar. In
order to illustrate the consequences of the behavior of point defects
on the electric characteristic of a solid oxide, we calculated the
macroscopic conductivity σ using the derived charge carrier concen-
tration.20 As the ionic transference number above 500 ○C is small,
ionic contributions are neglected,26
σ = enμn + epμp. (7)
In Fig. 1(b), it can be seen that the conductivity initially
decreases with the decrease in oxygen pressure and then increases
again after reaching a minimum. This intrinsic minimum marks
the transition from a regime at high O2 partial pressure, where p-
conductivity prevails, to one at low O2 partial pressure, where n-
conductivity is dominant.27 With the decrease in temperature, the
intrinsic minimum shifts to a lower O2 partial pressure due to the
relatively smaller concentration of electrons. As the conductivity is
experimentally observable, a direct comparison with the theory can
be performed using an HTEC measurement.28
When the O2 partial pressure in the surroundings of a solid
oxide is rapidly changed, the material relaxes into a new equilib-
rium state. As this relaxation process directly relates to the oxygen
incorporation, information about the surface exchange and chemi-
cal diffusion can be obtained by analyzing the conductivity traces,
which are measured during the relaxation process using the ECR
method.29–32 The process of oxygen incorporation must be regarded
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FIG. 1. Point defect chemistry of SrTiO3. (a) Kröger–Vink diagram of defect con-
centrations calculated for nominally undoped SrTiO3 at a temperature of 1000 ○C.
(b) Conductivities calculated from the concentration of electrons and holes and
their mobilities for different temperatures.
as a two-step one comprising a surface reaction and the diffusion of
O2− ions into the bulk.16 It has been shown by Yasuda and Hish-
inuma33 that the oxygen concentration during relaxation can be




where c is the oxygen concentration in the oxide, which changes
with time t and D is the chemical diffusion coefficient. Again, the
model assumes an ideal crystal and does not account for inho-
mogeneous oxygen transport, which could occur, e.g., along the
grain boundaries or dislocations. In this model, the effect of the
surface reaction is considered as the boundary condition, follow-
ing the approach of Crank34 and introducing the surface exchange






where σ0 is the conductivity before the pressure step and σ∞ is the
conductivity in the new equilibrium measured immediately before
the next pressure step was initiated. Hence, by performing least-
squares fitting of the measured relaxation traces to the solution of
Fick’s law (see the supplementary material), the parameters k and D
can be determined.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
An aixDCA—Defect Chemistry Analyzer setup built by aix-
ACCT Systems—was used. It consisted of an ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) chamber, with a quartz tube at one end, where the sam-
ple was positioned, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The tube was surrounded
by a temperature-controlled furnace, allowing for the performance
of measurements of up to 1000 ○C. Using a turbo pump in combi-
nation with an oil-sealed rotary pump serving as a backing pump,
total pressures down to 10−10 bar could be achieved. In order to
perform measurements at different oxygen partial pressures, highly
purified oxygen with a degree of 6.0 was continuously dosed into the
vacuum chamber through a dosing valve (DV). The pressure was
controlled using a Bayard–Alpert vacuum gauge35 in the range of
10−10 bar–10−6 bar (PG1). The vacuum gauge was calibrated before-
hand against a quadrupole mass spectrometer (for details, see the
supplementary material). In this way, the oxygen activity in the
thermodynamic equilibrium directly corresponds to the recalibrated
total pressure measured by using the pressure gauge. As during mea-
surement in this pressure regime, a constant flow of oxygen was
present, and dedicated non-flammable oils had to be used in the
rotary pump to avoid an explosion. Higher oxygen pressures of
between 10−6 bar and 1 bar were achieved by closing the shut-off
valve (SV) between the vacuum chamber and pump and filling in
the oxygen until the desired pressure had been reached. Then, the
dosing valve was closed and the measurements were performed in
a static atmosphere. To reduce the oxygen pressure again, the shut-
off valve was partially opened. This pressure control was performed
by manually operating the valves. In the high-pressure regime,
capacitance diaphragm gauges (PG2–PG3) were used to measure the
pressure.
SrTiO3 single crystals with a size of 10 mm × 4 mm × 1 mm
(Shinkosha, Yokohama, Japan) were investigated in a four-probe
geometry. Four electrodes were deposited on the top and backside
of the crystal using a Pt paste. The distance between the inner elec-
trodes was ∼7 mm. Due to the preparation method of the electrodes
based on applying the Pt paste by hand, a variation in the distance
and shape resulting in a systematic error of the electrode dimensions
of ∼30% had to be expected. Pt wires wrapped around the crys-
tal were used as electrical connectors, as well as for the mechanical
support of the sample, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The electronic measure-
ments were performed by applying an AC voltage at a frequency of
172.5 Hz provided by a generator to the outer electrodes. In order to
avoid a potential stoichiometry polarization36 or charging37 during
the measurement, a small amplitude of 4 mV was used. To mea-
sure the current, a current–voltage converter with an amplification
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the experimental setup: (a) schematics of the UHV chamber, where the crystal (b) is positioned and contacted in four-probe geometry. (c) The
measurement electronics and the schematic circuit diagram.
of 105 was employed. The electrical potentials Φ0, Φ1, and Φ2 at three
electrodes were measured using sensitive electrometers connected
via triaxially screened cables, and one outer electrode was grounded
[cf. Fig. 2(c)]. In this way, the voltage drops between the outer elec-
trodes, between inner electrodes, and between the outer and inner
electrode on each side of the crystal were recorded via a lock-in
technique by a central processing unit (CPU). The total resistance
of the sample, the bulk resistance, and the interface resistances were

















Subsequently, the macroscopic conductivity σ was determined
using the distance between the electrodes d and the thickness t and
width w of the sample,
σ =
d
Rbulk ⋅ t ⋅ w
. (14)
A detailed description and circuit simulation of the electronic mea-
surement system can be found in the supplementary material.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to illustrate the capacity of the measurement system,
initially, we present a response of the resistance of the sample on
a pressure step. At a temperature of 1000 ○C, the sample was equi-
librated in a vacuum of 10−10 bar, i.e., under maximum reducing
conditions. Then, the oxygen pressure in the chamber was increased
to 10−6 bar for 255 s. Subsequently, the chamber was pumped down
to the maximum achievable vacuum again. The total resistance of
the investigated SrTiO3 crystal measured during this oxygen expo-
sure is shown in Fig. 3, together with the partial resistances of the
bulk and the two interfaces. It can be seen that the resistance of
the sample reacted very sensitively and increased immediately upon
an increase in the oxygen pressure. After an oxidation time tox of
190 s, the resistances reached a plateau and remained almost con-
stant until the oxygen was pumped out of the chamber again. As the
oxygen pressure during the oxidation was known, we could calcu-
late the oxygen dose D to which the sample was exposed until the
new equilibrium was established,
D = pO2 ⋅ tox = 1.4 × 10
5 L. (15)
Comparing the resistances of the different sample regions, it can be
seen that initially, the bulk resistance was higher than the resistances
of the interfaces. During the exposure, this relationship was inverted
and the increase in the interface resistances was faster than that of
the bulk resistance. This shows that the surface of the crystal reacts
faster than the bulk upon a change in oxygen activity.
Having demonstrated that we are able to measure the resistance
changes in oxidation and reduction, we now focus on a detailed
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FIG. 3. Resistance response of the SrTiO3 crystal during exposure to 10−6 bar
oxygen for 255 s at 1000 ○C.
investigation of the defect chemistry across the entire accessible oxy-
gen pressure range. We measured the resistance of the crystal while
increasing the oxygen pressure in the chamber in a step-wise man-
ner. Before starting the subsequent pressure step, we waited for the
establishment of the new equilibrium. In this way, we could obtain
ECR and HTEC information simultaneously. In Fig. 4(a), the resis-
tance measurement as a function of time while increasing the oxy-
gen pressure from 10−11 to 10−1 bar is shown for a temperature of
900 ○C. It can be seen that all four resistances reacted similar to the
increasing oxygen pressure. The measured bulk resistance was then
used to calculate the macroscopic normalized conductivity accord-
ing to Eqs. (9) and (14), as shown in Fig. 4(b). At low pressures, the
equilibration time was in the range of several minutes and decreased
significantly to values below 30 s at higher pressures. As shown in
detail in the supplementary material, the traces of normalized con-
ductivity for each pressure step were simulated by fitting the solution
of the diffusion equation in three dimensions after determining the
starting time of each step using the tangent method. Figure 4(c)
shows that the simulation agrees satisfactorily with the recorded
conductivity data. Here, the pressure step from 1.1 mbar to 5 mbar is
shown. The fit depends on two free parameters, namely, the surface
exchange coefficient k and the diffusion coefficient D. This depen-
dency is illustrated in the squared error matrix shown in Fig. 4(d). It
can be seen that the minimum of the squared error χ is spread out
over many orders of magnitude in D. Hence, the simulation is fairly
insensitive with D and only a lower limit of 10−8 m2/s can be given,
whereas the simulation of k is far more reliable. This effect is well
known when analyzing ECR data and can potentially be improved
in the future by optimizing the sample geometry and experimen-
tal conditions.38–40 The fact that the simulation is more sensitive to
the exchange coefficient could also indicate that the surface reaction
is the rate determining step,16 which depends on the morphology
FIG. 4. Electronic conductivity relaxation analysis at 900 ○C. (a) Resistance of the sample upon stepwise exposure to oxygen from 10−11 to 0.3 bar. (b) Normalized
conductivity calculated from the “bulk” data in (a). (c) Comparison between the data and fit shown for the oxygen step from 1.1 mbar to 5 mbar. (d) Squared error matrix of
the diffusion coefficient D and the surface exchange coefficient k used for generating the fit in (c). (e) Estimated surface exchange coefficient as a function of the oxygen
pressure. (f) Arrhenius plot of the surface exchange coefficient in the high-pressure regime (p > 10−4 bar).
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and chemical composition of the surface.41 Figure 4(e) shows the
result of the simulation of k at a temperature of 900 ○C as a func-
tion of the oxygen pressure. In the low pressure regime, k increases
with the increase in pressure before staying at the same order of
magnitude above a pressure of 10−5 bar. Here, it should be kept in
mind that the oxygen pressure was established by dosing pure oxy-
gen inside the vacuum chamber. Hence, at low pressure, the mean
free path of the oxygen molecules is very large and the decreased sur-
face exchange coefficient may relate to the fact that the transport of
oxygen from the vacuum atmosphere to the sample surface slowed
down. By analyzing the ECR data of different temperatures between
700 ○C and 1000 ○C (see the supplementary material), an Arrhenius
diagram of k was obtained, as shown in Fig. 4(f). In order to exclude
the low pressure data, the mean of k was calculated, taking only val-
ues above 10−4 bar for each temperature. Using linear regression, an
activation energy of the surface exchange reaction of 0.23(4) eV was
calculated, which is significantly lower than that obtained by optical
studies.32
In order to extract the HTEC information from the recorded
data, the macroscopic conductivity values were analyzed after reach-
ing an equilibrium for each pressure step. They are plotted as a
Brouwer diagram in Fig. 5(a). The data are in good qualitative agree-
ment with the theoretical calculation in Fig. 1(b) and with previous
HTEC measurements, which used gas mixtures to establish the oxy-
gen partial pressure. As expected, the log(σ)/log(pO2) plot follows a
slope of +1/4 in the high-pressure regime. In the low-pressure one,
it tends to approach a slope of −1/4, but not enough data points
could be obtained to derive clear evidence of this. By using the con-
ductivity in the intrinsic minimum, where the contribution of holes
and electrons to the conductivity is equal, the formation enthalpy
of an electron–hole pair and, subsequently, the bandgap energy Eg 0
at T = 0 K can be estimated through an Arrhenius fit,20 as shown
in Fig. 5(b) [cf. Eq. (2) in the supplementary material]. Here, we
exclude the measurement performed at 700 ○C, as the conductivity
minimum could not be clearly identified because it was too close to
the lower limit of the achievable O2 pressure range. In order to cal-
culate the bandgap energy from the slope of the fit, the activation
energy of the product of the density of the states in the valence band
and the hole mobility was used as calculated by Moos and Härdtl,20
and the ionic partial conductivities were neglected. We obtain a
value of 2.50(2) eV, which is lower than the literature value of the
bandgap of 3.25 eV.24 This difference could relate to the influence
of ionic conductivity in the intrinsic minimum. For example, Ohly
et al.42 extrapolated the linear fit of the Brouwer diagram in the n and
p regions to determine the conductivity in the minimum. We did
not compensate for this contribution because a typical plateau close
to the intrinsic minimum was not observed. It should also be noted
that the bandgap at the surface can be much smaller than that of the
bulk. By x-ray photoelectron microscopy (XPS), we were able to find
a value of approximately 2.7 eV (see the supplementary material). As
it has been found that the surface layer of SrTiO3 plays a dominant
role in electrical transport,43 the deviation in the estimated bandgap
from the bulk value may reflect that the macroscopic conductivity is
primarily determined by the conductivity of the surface layer.
Similarly, the activation energy in the oxidizing regime was
calculated by performing an Arrhenius fit using the conductivity
measured at 10−1 bar. As shown in Fig. 5(b), an activation energy of
Eaox = 0.42(1) eV is obtained, resulting in an oxidation enthalpy of
FIG. 5. HTEC analysis of the SrTiO3 crystal at different temperatures. (a) Brouwer
diagram of the conductivity as a function of partial pressure. (b) Arrhenius plot of
the conductivity in the extrinsic minimum and in the high-pressure regime.
ΔHox = 2Eaox = 0.84(2) eV, which is also slightly lower than in the
literature.20,44 A direct comparison of the Brouwer diagram obtained
in this study with literature data can be found in the supplementary
material, which shows that our method reproduces the pressure
dependence of the conductivity with the comparable data quality.
However, a significant variation between the data published in dif-
ferent papers concerning the magnitude of the conductivity and
the slopes of the pressure-dependent conductivity curves and the
position of the intrinsic minimum is also present.12,13,20,45,46 Despite
these discrepancies, which may be related to a variation in crystal
production and preparation47,48 and could be systematically inves-
tigated in the future, our proof-of-concept approach shows that the
characteristic Brouwer diagram of SrTiO3 can be reproduced using
pure oxygen without the need of buffering gas mixtures. The agree-
ment between the data measured in this study using pure oxygen and
previous studies using gas mixtures also confirms that the sample
was in thermodynamic equilibrium with the surrounding gas atmo-
sphere during the HTEC measurements (for a detailed comparison,
see the supplementary material).
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Although we find apparent good agreement between our
macroscopic measurement and the theory of point defect chemistry,
we would like to note a few caveats relating to the conductivity of
SrTiO3, whose detailed investigation lays far beyond the scope of
the present paper. Using techniques with a high spatial resolution
such as local-conductivity atomic force microscopy (LC-AFM), it
has been shown that electronic transport in SrTiO3 is highly inho-
mogeneous on the nanoscale and that dislocations play a decisive
role as easy reduction sites.48–50 By thermal reduction, it is even
possible to induce an insulator-to-metal transition in SrTiO3, i.e.,
generating a conduction state that lies outside of the Brouwer dia-
gram.51 These effects may be of particular relevance when building
nanoscale devices, such as for resistive switching applications.52,53
The possibility of analyzing the point defect chemistry dia-
grams through the controlled exposure of the clean SrTiO3 sur-
face at precisely defined oxygen doses presented here opens up
a new path in the search for a “common denominator” between
data obtained through macroscopic electrical characterization and
that obtained using surface sensitive experimental methods and the-
oretical ab initio calculations. The local stoichiometry, chemical
composition, crystallographic structure (in-plane), electronic struc-
ture, local electrical transport phenomena, and the homogeneity
of the redox reaction can be analyzed in detail for the definition
of the boundary conditions for the reaction surface/gas phase. For
instance, it can be shown by XPS studies of the SrTiO3 crystal after
different reduction and reoxidation steps that the electronic struc-
ture of the surface is significantly changed. Upon thermal reduc-
tion, the valences of the Ti ions are partially changed from +4 to
+3 and +2 and occupied states in the bandgap evolve, and also,
a portion of the oxygen ions can be removed from the crystal.48
These changes are reversed by reoxidation, showing that the oxy-
gen vacancies are refilled and the charge distribution returns to the
initial state (see the supplementary material). Combining these data
on the electronic structure with other surface-sensitive techniques
such as LC-AFM, low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), or scan-
ning tunneling microscopy (STM), providing information about the
atomic arrangement of the surface, models regarding the oxygen
exchange reactions can be directly verified and correlated with the
measurements of macroscopic conductivity.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, in this study, we have shown that the point defect
chemistry of solid metal oxides can be investigated using a typi-
cal surface physics method, which relies on exposing the sample to
controlled doses of pure O2 in a vacuum chamber. This method
eliminates potential catalytic surface reactions or a significant pro-
ton incorporation, which can occur when gas mixtures are used.
By measuring the conductivity of SrTiO3 as a function of time and
oxygen pressure, the characteristic behavior, as modeled by point
defect chemistry, could be reproduced, showing that the method
is fully capable of investigating the redox behavior of solid oxides.
Using a four-probe measurement technique, in combination with
an AC lock-in technique, detailed information about the behav-
ior of the surface region and bulk can be obtained. Although the
interface between the Pt electrodes and SrTiO3 crystal shows a dif-
ferent kinetic response than the bulk of the sample, their pressure-
dependent defect behavior is the same. Due to the use of pure
oxygen, the introduced setup provides extensive information about
the oxygen dose, which can help illuminate the surface chemistry,
especially concerning the kinetics of the exchange reactions for the
bulk and interfaces. As the physical method of investigating defect
chemistry introduced here is compatible with other measurement
techniques that require UHV conditions such as mass spectrom-
etry, photoelectron spectroscopy, or scanning probe methods, we
expect that our approach can help bridge the gap between macro-
and nanoscale understanding of electronic transport in transition
metal oxides by combining conductivity measurements with in situ
analytics in the future.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for details on the theory of
point defect chemistry, the electronic measurement system, data
processing, ECR simulation, and background information regard-
ing the analysis of SrTiO3 single crystals using surface-sensitive
techniques.
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